
Concerning some old Sanskrit Inscrip
tions in the Malay Peninsula.

By Professor H. Kern.

Extract from ' De Verslagen en Mededeelingen der Konuiklijke

Akademie van Wetenschappen.' Division ' Literature
'

3rd Series. Part I.
*

To complete my former communications in these pages

upon the history of writing in the Indian Archipelago, I now
desire to consider some inscriptions in the Malay Peninsula.

Of these inscriptions, discovered by Colonel Low and published

by him in facsimile, one only has come down to us perfect

;

the rest are very fragmentary.

The first inscription was found in Kedah. It was engrav-

ed on a stone —a kind of slate —under the floor of a ruined

building which had once measured ten to twelve feet square.

This circumstances together with the contents of the inscrip-

tion lead us to suspect that the building may have been the

hut (kuti) of a Buddhist monk. A transliteration and transla-

tion of the inscription were published by J. W. Laidlay in the

Journal of the Eoyal Asiatic Society of Bengal XVIII 247 (l).

Although this gentleman who was at the time of the publica-

tion Secretary of the Asiatic Society has noticed the chief

points in the inscription which call for comment, I give my
own transliteration of it which differs in a few minor points

from his. It runs thus :

—

* Note. —This translation is published with Professor Kern's per-

mission.

(1) The facsimile on plate X. (This paper and plate are repub-
lished on pages 232-234 of Volume I of * Miscellaneous papers relat-

ing to lndo-China ' reprinted for the Straits Branch Royal Asiatic
Society London 1886).
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96 CONCERNINGSOMEOLD SANSKRIT.

Ye dharmma hetuprabhava tesha (m) Tathagato (hy ava-

dat)?

Yesha (m) ca yo nirodho eva (m) wavi Mahacramana (h)

Ajnac ciyate karma (sic) jenmana-karma karanam

Jnanan na kriyate karmma (sic) karmabhava (n) na jayate

The first couplet in halting arya-measure is the well

known Buddhist creed-formula and need not detain us. The
second in Anushtubh can be translated thus :

—

' It is through lack of knowledge that the Karma (2) ac-
' cumulates. The Karma is the cause that men must be reborn.
1

Through knowledge (of the nature of things) it comes about
1

that men effect no (more) Karma and from the absence of
1

Karma it follows that men need not be born (again).

The idea expressed in the couplet is by no means exclu-

sively Buddhistic but seeing that it follows immediately after

the better known formula there can be no doubt that the sen-

tence must be regarded here as the profession of faith of a
disciple of Sakya. Weshall find the same phrase further on
in another and indubitably Buddhist inscription from Province

Wellesley. Elsewhere in British India and in Ceylon it is

usually another sentence which we fmd coupled with the for-

mula Ye dharmd &c. I mean the couplet in Dhammapada
stanza 183 (edited by Prof. Fausboll).

Sabbapapass ' akaranam kusalass ' upasampada

Sacittaparyodapanam, etam buddhana sasanam.

i. e. to refrain from all evil, to apply oneself to the good,

to purify one's heart : that is the bidding of the Buddhas (the

wise).

The couplet runs thus with a slight difference in the halt-

ing Sanskrit of Tibet :

—

Sarvapapasyakaranam , kucalasyopasampadam

(2) i. e. the sum of good and evil actions which is the cause of

man's remaining shackled to life and unable to escape from incarna-
tion.
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Svacittaparidamanam, etad buddhanucasanam (3)

Between the two formulas Ye dharmd dc, and Sarvapd-
pasya dc, there is no more necessary connection than between
the former and the sentence ajridndc ciyate dc. There is

therefore nothing strange in finding as the second couplet first

the one sentence and then the other (4). The second inscrip-

tion in which the couplet dnjdndc dc, is found, was dug up by
Colonel Low in the North of Province Wellesley (5). The
inscribed stone seems to have been the upper part of a column.
On a copy of this ancient record which was published in 1835
without any explanation (6) can be seen the representation of

a stupa, the under part of which is formed by a sphere and
not as usually by a hemisphere. Above the sphere rises a row
of so-called umbrellas. On either side stands a line of writing.

On the right side can be read :
—

Ajnanac ciyate karmma janmanah karmma karana (m)

Of the writing on the left side I can only make out the

word jiidnd (7) Fortunately what is left is sufficient proof that

the inscription, apart from certain differences in spelling, is

identical with the second couplet on the Kedah stone. That
stone reads janmana with a ' Jihvamuliya ' whilst the in-

scription on the pillar spells the same words with a 'visarga.'

Besides this two-lined verse the pillar has also another

inscription along the edge. Beginning from the top on the

right-hand side we can recognise the inscription given in

facsimile on Plate IV in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society of Bengal XVII 2 and numbered 8 (8) It runs :

—

(3) See Csoma Korosi in J. As. Soc. B. IV 134 Cp. Spenee Hardy
Manual of Buddhism 198.

(4) Already noticed by B. H. Hodgson in J. As. Soc. B. IV 211.

(5) J. As. Soc. B. XVII 2, 64 (Misc, Papers relating to Indo-
China. Vol. I. 223-226).

(6) J. As. Soc. B. IV pi. III.

(7) On the facsimile No. 10 on PI. IV of J. A. S. B. XVII 2 the
second line is almost entirely missing.

(8) The transliteration and translation given by Babu Rajendra-
lal Mitra bear little resemblance to it.

R. A. Soc, No. 49, 1907.
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Mahanavika-Buddhguptasya Raktamrittikavasa.

i. e. of the eminent shipowner Buddhagupta, resident at

Raktamrttika (9). The words following these cannot be made

out with certainty, possibly sya (sign of genitive) ddndm (gift)

or deyadharmah (pious donation). Even less can we decide

if anything was written on the broken foot of the pillar.

On the left hand side beginning at the top we read —Sarv-

vena prakarena sarvvasmat sarvvatha sarvva —Then follows a

gap until at the end of a second line we see :

—

Siddhay anasanna

.

What is left of the first line can be translated word for

word :
' In every way, from every thing, in every respect, all ' • • •

Siddhay anasanna might mean ' who has performed a successful

journey ' but it is impossible to decide with certainty that that

is the meaning ; too much of the sentence is missing to allow

of its restoration to its original form.

Despite the incompleteness of these inscriptions which
all appear to be by the same hand it is probable that the

monument is the gift of a pious Buddhist sea-trader to a temple.

As regards the man's residence, Raktamrttika i. e. Red-earth
I would remark that the Chinese accounts make frequent men-
tion of a port in the Gulf of Siam Chih-tu ' Red-earth * (see

Groeneveldt in Verhand: Batav: Genootschap XXXIX8 2
_

101) (10) That is probably the place meant.

The style of writing of Buddhagupta's inscription agrees

exactly with the type found in Wenggi and in Tjampda in

West Java. The agreement is so striking that I have no hesi-

tation in regarding the inscriptions from Wenggi, Tjampa and

(9) Mrittika is a misspelling for mrttika. A similar mistake is

found in Jcritiva in an inscription at Ajanta (PI. XXI in No. 9 of the
Archaeological Survey of Western India by J. Burgess Cp. No. 10

page 79 inscrip. 7) and elsewhere. The mistake is explained by the
fact that in many parts of India r is pronounced as ri,

(10) Misc. papers relating to Inde-China Second Series Vol. I

page 205, 242.
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Province Wellesley as being of approximately the same date

i. e. as belonging to the same century. The inscriptions from
Wenggi were determined by Burnell —too early lost to science !

—as being of the fourth century (ll) and in my opinion, (the

grounds for which I have already published) the views of that

scholar cannot be far wrong. I should therefore give the date

of Buddhagupta's inscription as being roughly 400 A. D. (12)

It is undoubtedly the oldest Buddhist fragment yet found in

these parts unless indeed the Kedah inscription is given the

preference. In view of the fact that the characters in the two
inscriptions notably differ— especially in the ka and na and

that the difference in type points to different places of origin,

a comparison of the two can lead to no reliable conclusion.

Different again is the type of some of the rock-inscriptions

at Tokun, a place lying in the middle of Province Wellesleys

The seven fragments copied by Colonel Low and published on
Plate IV (13) of the Journal mentioned are so small and, in

part, so indistinct that they have no value except as contribu-

tions to palaeography.

No. 1 I can decipher in part only. It begins with
sarvva which is written quite distinctly and in nearly the same
type of characters as is Buddhagupta's inscription. The word
following seems to represent drama or drdmam—monastery-
garden. The remaining few groups of letters are indecipher-

able.

No. 2 is in different characters which seem to me, judg-

ing from the great development of the vowel-sign for i. to be
not older than the 6th century. The type reminds me of that

(11) South Indian Palaeography PI. XX and XXI.

(12) The oldest inscriptions in the Talaing Country in Pegu are
in ths same Wenggi-type an d according to Dr. E. Porchammer date
from the fourth Century A.D. ' The oldest Talaing inscriptions date
back to the 4th Century A. D. and the lythic characters are almost
identical with the Dravidian-Vengi alphabet of the same period.'

See notes on Buddhist Law by the Judicial Commissioner British
Burma (John Jardine) III Marriage page X.

(13) (Misc. Papers relating to Indo-China Vol. I page 231).

R. A. Soe., No. 49, 1907.
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at Djamboe and of that at Pattadakal in the Deecan and also

of the oldest Cambodian inscriptions of Bhavavarman. The
two first words are quite clear ; they are prathame vayasi i. e.
1

in time of youth.' The reading of the next two groups of

letters which stand in the same line, is however uncertain.

I would read ndvvi since this combination is intelligible. The
second line I can make nothing of ; the three last groups of

letters might, allowing for defective writing, represent dvivi-

dham.
The two first letter-groups in No. 4 are jaya. In No. 5

I read with some diffidence 48. No. 6 might represent siddhi.

These fragments of inscriptions from Tokun do not, like

those from Kedah and from the temple ruins in Province

Wellesley, bear a clear stamp of Buddhist origin. The most
noteworthy point of this respect is the word arama—the read-

ing of which is unfortunately not beyond doubt. Fortunately

it is clear from the other inscriptions that Buddhist establish-

ments existed in the Malay Peninsula at the period to which
the earliest Brahman and Hindu remains in Western Java are

referred.

With the exception of the inscriptions mentioned no others

have, I believe, been found in the Malay Peninsula itself, but

one which formerly stood on a large rock at the entrance of

Singapore Eiver, is worthy of description. In the Journal of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1837 (14) there is a drawing
of this ancient record which shews that even then it had
suffered considerably. Later on, shortly previous to the year

1848, the stone was apparently removed and so damaged that

a few years later only fragments of it could be found. Mr.
Laidlay so far succeeded in deciphering some of the pieces

that he was able to give a facsimile. He rightly recognised

the Kawi characters in the writing and he came to the conclu-

sion that the language of the inscription was also Kawi. This
conclusion was certainly legitimate though Mr. Laidlay could

not have known that the Kawi alphabet was at one time used
in Java for Sanskrit inscriptions.

(14) (Misc. Papers Indo-China Vol. Igepa 219).
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I have attempted to decipher the three fragments publish-

ed by Mr. Laidlay and to determine the language of the in-

scription but I must confess that I have not succeeded. Most
of the characters can be recognised singly but the gaps are so

numerous that no words can be positively recognised. Thus
I read in the third line of figure 1 the letter-groups saldgala-

lasayananara : in the second line of figure 2 ya-dmdnavana

;

in the third line kesarabharala in the sixth line of figure 3

yadalama. Granted that no vowel-marks and Anusswara's
have been omitted in the facsimile, I see no chance of so divid-

ing these letter-groups as to make an unmistakeable Javanese
word. I cannot however assert that the inscription is written
in any other language.

In a work entitled ' The Malayan Peninsula ' by Captain
Begbie quoted by Mr. Laidlay, reasons are given for believing

that inscription dates from the reign of Cri-Baja Wikrama
(1223-1236). Palaeography is not opposed to the conjecture.

As regards the question, which of the Kawi types —that of

Java or of Sumatra, the characters on the Singapore inscrip-

tion most resemble, some letters, notably ma, which in Java-
nese Kawi differ markedly from those found in Sumatra, re-

appear in their Javanese form on the Singapore stone and I

therefore believe that we must assign the inscription to the

Javanese type. Ma is the most characteristic letter in these

alphabets since it is different both in later Cambodian in the
time of suryavarman (15) and in the Sumatran Kawi. On the

other hand the form for sa is common to both Sumatran and
Javanese Kawi and different in the later Cambodian.

It is to be feared that the Singapore record has been
damaged beyond hope of restoration ; so much the more reason
for fixing our attention on the little of it that remains in

transcription.

(15) In my paper on the Koetei inscription, I assumed on the
strength of one date that Suryawarman reigned in the 8th century of

Caka; it appears however from the investigations of Messrs. Aymonier
and Bergaigne that this date is two centuries too early, see the re-

marks of the latter savant in the Journal Asiatique (Eebruary March
1882) Note 4.
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